
Customer Franchise: 
Where We Are And 
What Should MASB Do?
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Background (2014 - 2018):
MASB Sponsored Project Brought Attention to Long-Term Customer Metrics

• Award winning research

• Calculated long-term effects of acquired customers

• Primarily CPG focused to support television, 
addressable advertising, and loyalty applications

• Updated industry benchmarks on multipliers of 
long-term effects
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Background (2018-2022):
MASB Concentrated on Education of Customer Franchise Related Concepts

Basic Definitions

& Relevant Application Videos
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Background (2018-2022):
MASB Concentrated on Education of Customer Franchise Related Concepts

Measurement Notes International Standards

(ISO 20671 Part 2 Brand 
Evaluation Soon to be Released)
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Background (Now):
Subscription Models Increased Analyst Focus on Customer Franchise Strength
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• Leadership needed in discussions of customer franchise
• Although customer franchise measurement is unlikely to work for all firms most 

realize customers are valuable, many would value more help understanding this

• But no clear way for CMOs to tie customer value to internal or external reporting

• I see MASB has four ways to contribute to discussions of customer franchise

A. Common Language: Help create and promote clear, consistent definitions
B. External Customer Reporting: Develop list of metrics to invite firms to share
C. Customer Asset: Help construct consistent views of  CLV and customer value
D. Reconcile With Reporting: Help marketing ideas to fit with internal and 

external reporting to allow CMOs to report marketing projections to C-Suite

Summary: What Should MASB Do Next On Customer Franchise?



Common 
Language
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• Field is in the best shape here

• MASB already has a good definition of customer lifetime value in the common 
language dictionary

• https://marketing-dictionary.org/c/customer-lifetime-value/

“Customer lifetime value (CLV), lifetime customer value (LCV), or user lifetime 
value (LTV) is the dollar value of a customer relationship, based on the present value of the 
projected future cash flows from the customer relationship.”

• Despite this, the practical CLV advice to be found on internet isn’t credible

• Shopify (2021) gives a revenue, non-discounting based CLV definition
https://www.shopify.com/blog/customer-lifetime-value

• As does Facebook https://www.facebook.com/business/help/1730784113851988
• As does Hubspot https://blog.hubspot.com/service/how-to-calculate-customer-

lifetime-value
• Etc.... Explanations online are almost universally appalling

Where We Are? Common Language 

https://marketing-dictionary.org/c/customer-lifetime-value/
https://marketing-dictionary.org/customer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cash_flows
https://www.shopify.com/blog/customer-lifetime-value
https://www.facebook.com/business/help/1730784113851988
https://blog.hubspot.com/service/how-to-calculate-customer-lifetime-value
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• How to, or even whether to, measure customer value might vary by industry

• So discussions in this area can descend into how the calculations are done

• Good news is that MASB’s CLV definition can, does, and should cover 
different approaches, e.g.,

1) ‘Lost for good’ prediction models used with subscriptions, e.g., Netflix
• Retention-based formulas used: e.g., infinite life formula (Gupta & Lehmann, 2006)

2) ‘Always a share’ approaches allow for changing sales to customers each period 
(Gupta, Hanssens et al. 2006)
• Used for consumer packaged goods

• Definition conceptual and so agnostic about formula/precise approach
• We don’t need to conclude that one, and only one, approach works

MASB’s Definition Covers Different Approaches
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• MASB has already got much of what is needed in place
• Can boost common language dictionary definitions
• Also outline how definitions fit together

• E.g., CLV and customer profit: ‘Customer profit is the difference between the 
revenues earned from and the costs associated with a specific customer 
relationship during a specified period.’ (MASB Common Language 
Dictionary)

• TASK: HOW CAN WE DEVELOP AND PROMOTE THE COMMON LANGUAGE 
DICTIONARY TO AID THE FIELD OF CUSTOMER MEASUREMENT?
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Marketers want CLV to represent an asset 
projected over future but valued at ‘now’

CP over period

1 Period

The Future

How Can MASB Help? Common Language Dictionary



External Customer 
Reporting
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• Significant interest in external reporting on customers (McCarthy & Fader 2020)

• Corporate valuations can be created by investors, analysts etc… using disclosed 
customer data (Markey 2020) , e.g., retention rates

• Can require considerable technical skills & Data limited or presented in 
inconsistently/confusingly

• Many undertaking this task look to finance (rather than marketing) for ideas

• e.g., some use term RLV, residual lifetime value for a current customer, rather than CLV

• More of ‘C’ & less of ‘M’ in CMO; marketing records don’t relate to what board sees

• Application is limited to predicting firm value in financial markets. It does not… 

• Tie predictions to any marketing decisions

• Help demonstrate the value of marketing

• Apply to non-traded organizers or firms that do not subscribe to shareholder primacy 
https://neilbendle.com/role-of-customer-equity/

• Despite these limitations it is clearly important, MASB can have input

Where We Are: External Customer Reporting

https://neilbendle.com/role-of-customer-equity/
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• Rob Markey of Bain in a 2020 Harvard Business Review article said

‘While we await clear standards and rules, companies should take the lead, disclosing reliable and 
consistent information about the progress they are making growing customer value as part of their 
earnings releases. Only then can investors systematically reward those investments. Three  new, 
auditable metrics would suffice in most instances:
1. number of gross new customers acquired during the reporting period and number of net new 

customers remaining at period end 
2. number of existing (or tenured) active customers (existing customers are those who have been 

customers for a year or more; active customers have made a purchase in the past year)
3. revenue per new and existing customer

Using just these metrics, investors could readily estimate the changing value of a company’s customer 
assets.’

• Unfortunately, model Markey presents requires much more information 
https://neilbendle.com/stopping-undervaluing-customers-through-measurement/

TASK: WHAT METRICS SHOULD FIRMS REPORT? HOW DO WE ADDRESS 
DIFFERENCES IN FIRM/INDUSTRY/BUSINESS MODEL?

How Can MASB Help? External Customer Reporting

https://neilbendle.com/stopping-undervaluing-customers-through-measurement/
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MASB Marketing Metric Certification Could Help
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MASB Marketing Metric Certification Could Help



Customer Asset
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• Many describe the customer asset as aggregated CLVs

• If so CLV must be a specific thing, yet different approaches to CLV are used:

• Some aim to account for everything of importance to a customer relationship in 

CLV in order to see what impacts the value of customers (including unidentified 

future customers) to the firm

• Sunk acquisition costs are often subtracted from CLV (Markey 2020)

• Future customers are hypothetical which loses CLV’s link to individual customers

• Indirect cash flows may be added
• E.g., word of mouth effects (Lee, Lee and Feick, 2006, Stahl, Matzler, & Hinterhuber 2003)

• Some even argue non-financial factors must be included
• E.g., Fader and Toms 2019, Shrage 2017

• Question: Do We Agree CLV Should Just Be Future Direct Cash 
Flows Associated With Customers

Where Are We? Lack Of Clarity In Customer Asset
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1. CLV as customer asset  is forward looking view
• The MASB view of CLV

2. Static prediction taken before acquisition, stays same
• Question: Can we reserve the term LTV for this?

3. Ended customer relationships have a backward looking value
• Question: Can we call this Historic Customer Value?

4. Current customer looking back to acquisition & forward to end of relationship
• Question: Can we call this Cradle to Grave Customer Value?

$$ indicates full lifetime value, $ partial lifetime value
Subscript P is prediction, H historic value

Conception Just Before 
Acquisition

At Moment Of 
Acquisition

During The 
Customer’s Life

After Customer 
is Lost

Static Prediction $$P $$P $$P $$P

Historic Value 0 0 0 $$H

Cradle to Grave $$P $$P $H+$P $$H

Customer Asset 0 $$P $P 0

CLV

Historic CLV

Cradle to Grave CLV                                                                                    
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Prediction

4 CLV Conceptions At Points In Time
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• Cash flows associated with individual customers, aggregate to form customer asset

• To be consistent with financial and managerial accounting (and so allow the CMO 
to report the customer asset) I suggest a tweak to the MASB definition

• CLV, Customer Lifetime Value: The present value of the future cash flows 
directly attributed to the customer relationship from now, or its inception, 
whichever is later.

• A customer asset built on this definition can have at least six uses

• Corporate Valuation

• Customer Acquisition

• Customer Retention

• Internal Reporting

• External Reporting

• Customer Development

TASK: DO V.A.R.I.E.D. USES REPRESENT ALL USES CLV SHOULD COVER?

How Can MASB Help? Examine V.A.R.I.E.D Uses of CLV



Reconciling With 
Reporting
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• ‘Customer equity is simply the total combined CLVs for all of a company’s 
customers’. MASB Common Language Dictionary

• Yet the different CLV definitions make CE concept unclear
• CE aims for asset value but often subtracts sunk, i.e., backward not forward looking, acquisition 

costs (Wiesel et al. 2008, Kumar & George, 2008)

• Specific terms can confuse
• E.g., static & dynamic Customer Equity (Villanueva et al. 2007)

• Equity, in accounting terminology implies customer asset not directly measurable which is

• the opposite of the intention

• QUESTION: Would Customer Asset Be A More Appropriate Term?

• Customer Asset: The sum of CLVs of customers currently in a relationship with 
the firm.

https://neilbendle.com/popular-marketing-metrics/customer-equity-nice-idea-bit-of-a-mess-in-
execution/

Where We Are? Customer Equity (CE) & CLV

https://neilbendle.com/popular-marketing-metrics/customer-equity-nice-idea-bit-of-a-mess-in-execution/
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• To reconcile to financial or managerial accounting, and use these for 

accountability, cash flows involved in CLV must clearly appear in these records

• As CLV is a prediction the cash flows occurs later but predictions can be checked afterwards

• My schema for what to include in CLV, below, work with recorded cash flows

• I don’t see how to relate future customers or indirect cash flows to accounting 
records which are needed for accountability so these aren’t in customer asset
• Can always separately report on prospects, acquisition hopes, WOM etc..

• Question: Does Everyone Agree?

Reconciling CLV To Recorded Cash Flows

Current Customers Acquisition Costs Identifiable Future Customers Non-Identifiable Future Customers

Cash Flows Directly Associated 
with Customer

IN CLV NOT IN CLV NOT IN CLV NOT IN CLV

Cash Flows Indirectly 
Associated with Customer

NOT IN CLV NOT IN CLV NOT IN CLV NOT IN CLV

Things That Can’t Be Tied To
Cash Flows

NOT IN CLV NOT IN CLV NOT IN CLV NOT IN CLV
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• Including only direct cash flows in CLV means CLV can be used for marketing 
tactical decisions (Acquisition, Retention, Development) but leaves many costs 
unaccounted for
• Necessary future costs not captured in CLV

• These costs are not directly attributable to any customer but still required to 
run the ‘customer business’
• E.g., CMO salary

• These costs can be covered by a Customer Indirect Liability

Customer Indirect Liability: The present value of customer-related costs 
not directly associated with any customer.

• CMO and C-Suite should consider customer indirect liability when looking at 
impact of marketing on firm, junior marketers won’t need to when deciding to 
acquire Brenda in Boise

Costs Are A Challenge: Customer Indirect Liability
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• CMOs can use customer statement, idea has been around for years
• E.g., Wiesel, Bernd Skiera, & Julián Villanueva (2008), Blattberg, Getz, & Thomas, (2001)
• Execution of this remains unclear; partly as they build upon early unclear ideas of CLV

• https://neilbendle.com/customer-equity-statements-and-financial-reporting/
• https://neilbendle.com/a-customer-equity-balance-sheet/

• Why not a simple internal & (eventually) external report on customer asset?

• Customers can be grouped 

by actionable segment

• All managers can use same reports

but at different levels of aggregation

• CMO can report to the board

& drill down for managing marketing 

• TASK: SHOULD MASB BE ADVOCATING FOR INTERNAL AND/OR 

EXTERNAL USE OF CUSTOMER ASSET STATEMENTS?

How Can MASB Help? Customer Asset Statement

1 2 3 Total

Brief Description Of Needs Of The Segment

Average CLV CLV1 CLV2 CLV3 CLVAverage

Number Of Customers In Segment No1 No2 No3 NoTotal

Customer Asset Value CAV1 CAV2 CAV3 CAVTotal

Customer Indirect Liability CIL

Net Customer Value NCV

Segment 

CIL

https://neilbendle.com/customer-equity-statements-and-financial-reporting/
https://neilbendle.com/a-customer-equity-balance-sheet/
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A. How can we develop and promote the common language dictionary to aid 
the field of customer measurement?

B. What metrics should firms report? How do we address differences in 

firm/industry/business model?

C. Do V.A.R.I.E.D. uses represent all uses  CLV should cover?

Corporate valuation customer acquisition customer retention

Internal reporting external reporting customer development

D. Should MASB be advocating for internal and/or external use of customer 

asset statements?

E. Should we launch a new MASB taskforce?

Tasks


